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Editor’s Note

In this edition of NREEL Vista, 
Nicholas Goldstein consid-

ers the potential liability oil and 
gas operators could incur from 
spills caused by the type of flash 
flooding that occurred in Colo-
rado this past year, as well as the 
defenses available to operators 
from these flood-caused spills. 
Next, Matthew Landess raises 
the possibility that oil and gas 
leaseholders who have developed 
leases using vertical drilling tech-
niques could be in violation of 
the implied covenant to reason-
ably develop the leases if further 
lease development is possible 
using newer horizontal drilling 
techniques. Finally, Sabrina Ro-
driguez Salvato summarizes the 
recent New Mexico Supreme 
Court decision in Moongate 
Water Co. v. City of Las Cruces 
and discusses the implications of 
Moongate for constitutional tak-
ings jurisprudence and stranded 
assets theory in utility regulation.
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The devastating flood that ripped 
through Colorado’s Front 

Range in September 2013 was im-
probable, but not unprecedented. 
While the National Weather Ser-
vice calculated that the probability 
of such an intense weeklong deluge 
occurring in any given year was less 
than 1/1,000,1 Colorado’s official 
State Climatologist warned that 
similar events have been recorded in 
the past and will recur in the future.2 
Early estimates indicate that the 
costs of repairing damage to some 
500 hundred miles of roadway,3 120 
bridges,4 and nearly 20,000 homes 
will exceed $2 billion.5 The region’s 
thriving oil and gas industry did 
not escape this fate, and damage to 
wells, containment tanks, and other 
drilling equipment was actively dis-
cussed on traditional and social me-
dia as the flood waters raged.6  

Although many of the fears ex-
pressed by pundits and residents 
with respect to water pollution from 
flood-induced oil spills were not 
fully realized,7 the Colorado Oil 
and Gas Association, an industry 
trade group, did acknowledge that, 
“thousands of wells [were] impact-
ed” by flooding.8 According to state 
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regulators’ most recent estimates, 
more than 43,000 gallons of oil and 
26,000 gallons of produced water 
spilled during the flood.9 An analy-
sis of potential avenues of liability 
and defenses for these spills is in-
structive for New Mexico practitio-
ners, who are no strangers to oil and 
gas development or flash flooding.

The primary federal statutes regulat-
ing oil and gas spills are the Oil Pol-
lution Act (“OPA”), the Compre-
hensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation and Remediation 
Act (“CERCLA”) and the Clean 
Water Act (“CWA”).10 OPA pro-
hibits unpermitted releases of crude 
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oil and its component chemicals into navigable waters.11 
CERCLA exempts crude oil but applies to releases of 
nearly all other hazardous chemicals including waste-
water and process fluids.12 Both statutes hold respon-
sible parties strictly liable for damages resulting from 
discharges of these pollutants into surface waters.13  

The CWA has also been interpreted as imposing strict 
liability for the unpermitted discharge of pollutants 
from point sources into navigable waters.14 In addition, 
the CWA regulates pollution from storm water runoff 
from industrial sites.15 While an exemption to this pro-
vision exists for “[a]ll field activities or operations asso-
ciated with oil and gas exploration, production, process-
ing, or treatment . . . facilities,” the CWA does prohibit 
unpermitted releases of storm water “contaminated by 
contact with . . . raw material, intermediate products, 
finished product, byproduct, or waste products located 
on the site of such operations.”16 Oil and gas producers 
may therefore be held liable for flood-related releases 
under any or all of these statutes. 

In the event of flood-related spills like those reported in 
Colorado, however, industry actors may be able to raise 
“act of God” defenses under all three laws. OPA and 
CERCLA define this term as “an unanticipated grave 
natural disaster or other natural phenomenon of an ex-
ceptional, inevitable, and irresistible character the effects 
of which could not have been prevented or avoided by 
the exercise of due care or foresight.”17 The CWA states 
more simply that an act of God is “an act occasioned 

by an unanticipated grave natural 
disaster.”18 Under each statute, the 
act of God must be the sole cause 
of the release in order for this de-
fense to apply.19 

In contrast to less predictable or 
common disasters such as tornados, 
tidal waves, and earthquakes, floods 
do not fit neatly into “act of God” 
definitions. An assessment of a 
particular flood is necessarily case-
specific, but federal courts have 
consistently held that “heavy rain-
fall [i]s not the kind of exceptional 
natural phenomenon to which the 
act of God exception applies.”20 For 
instance, in United States v. String-
fellow,21 the court rejected the act 

of God defense to a CERCLA claim involving con-
tamination that resulted from unusually high levels of 
rainfall at a toxic waste disposal site in two prior years. 
The court stated that these above-average rain events 
“were foreseeable based on normal climatic conditions” 
and not sufficiently grave to constitute an act of God.22  

The defendant in United States v. Alcan Aluminum Corp. 
attempted to distinguish its case from Stringfellow on 
the basis that the discharge of hazardous wastes into the 
Susquehanna River from its Pennsylvania manufactur-
ing facility was not the result of simple seasonal precipi-
tation, but from an extreme weather event, Hurricane 
Gloria.23 The defendant claimed that the storm was not 
anticipated to have such severe impacts so far north and 
inland. Again, the court rejected this argument, in ef-
fect holding that a storm’s meteorological classification 
as a hurricane does not automatically render it an act of 
God.24  

In certain situations, courts will forgo a lengthy assess-
ment of the gravity and predictability of a weather event 
and instead engage in a more practicable analysis of 
whether the storm was the sole cause of the discharge 
in question.25 In Alcan Aluminum, for example, the court 
found that the defendant’s unlawful disposal of waste in 
an abandoned mineshaft was a contributing cause of the 
release and barred application of the defense regardless 
of whether Hurricane Gloria was classified as an act of 
God.26  

Damage from flash flooding in Colorado.
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The court in Apex Oil Company, Inc. v. United States re-
lied upon a similar conclusion. 27 There, the court found 
that the defendant had used an underpowered tugboat 
to haul a chain of barges containing oil sludge up the 
Mississippi River and proceeded in spite of awareness 
of extremely high volume flows and strong currents fol-
lowing heavy flooding. The court determined that this 
negligence was the proximate cause of the barges run-
ning aground and leaking and held that it negated the 
company’s claim to an act of God defense.

Ultimately, the availability of the act of God defense 
may depend not only on the severity of a storm, but 
on the acts or omissions  of the facility operator before, 
during, and after the flood. An operator must take ap-
propriate precautions to prevent discharges or it may be 
held to have contributing to the release. The onus is on 
industry to avoid flood-related releases. 

Adherence to state regulations and industry best prac-
tices can help prevent avoidable spills and ensure quick 
and effective responses to flood-related discharges. Cer-
tain regulations and drilling practices helped limit the 
volume of oil, gas, and process fluids released during the 
Colorado flood.28 A review of these circumstances pro-
vides perspective on how New Mexico can assure simi-
larly limited releases if disaster strikes here.  

A distinction between spill reporting requirements in 
Colorado and New Mexico is of particular significance. 
A newly enacted Colorado statute imposes strict dis-

closure requirements for any spill 
of “oil or exploration and produc-
tion waste” of one barrel or more 
within 24 hours.29 This law may 
have helped Colorado regulators 
survey and respond to releases 
more quickly during the flood and 
subsequent recovery.  

In contrast, New Mexico’s spill re-
porting requirements are less strin-
gent and more complex. Operators 
are not required to report spills of 
less than 5 barrels and need only 
report minor spills (those between 
5 and 25 barrels) via written notice 
within 15 days.30 Operators must, 
however, comply with a catch-all 
provision requiring “immediate 

verbal notification” of any release that “may with reason-
able probability be detrimental to water . . . .”31 This con-
dition requiring the exercise of judgment by industry 
actors as to whether a spill will adversely impact water 
resources may hinder New Mexico regulators’ efforts to 
obtain a thorough and timely accounting of flood-relat-
ed spills.

With regard to industry practices, operators on the 
Front Range almost exclusively use containment tanks, 
not open pits, to store drilling wastewater32 even though 
Colorado law permits the use of pits.33 Lined storage 
pits, which are both permitted34 and commonly used35 
for the storage of drilling wastes in New Mexico, are 
prone to flood-related releases.36 New Mexico regula-
tions do contain setback requirements prohibiting the 
siting of open pits in close proximity to fresh water bod-
ies and domestic wells or within any 100-year flood-
plain.37 Though helpful, these precautions may be inad-
equate to prevent the contamination of water resources 
in the event of a flood as severe as the one that hit Colo-
rado. The cost-effectiveness of closed-loop containment 
systems for drilling wastes is highly disputed,38 but 
adoption of that technology may be the single most ef-
fective step New Mexico’s drilling industry can take to 
avoid liability for flood-related releases. 

Two other technologies helped prevent more widespread 
discharges in Colorado. First, earthen berms around 
some containment tanks had recently been replaced 
with corrugated steel fences.  These structures remained 

Colorado National Guardsmen respond to floods in Boulder County, Colorado.
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in place while many berms washed away.39 Finally, the 
use of telemetry systems allowed some Colorado opera-
tors to shut-in wells remotely as the waters rose. This re-
lieved the need for industry personnel to put themselves 
in harms way in order to secure those wells manually.40

With good fortune, New Mexico will not soon experi-
ence flooding as severe as the September torrent that 
ravaged Colorado. Nonetheless, the oil and gas industry 
here will want to understand the potential environmen-
tal consequences of a major flood event. Effective plan-
ning and management can both help producers reduce 
their risk of liability exposure and protect the State’s 
surface waters from spills. 
______________________________
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In oil and gas leases there 
are a number of obliga-

tions known as implied cov-
enants. Implied covenants 
are unwritten promises that 
generally impose burdens on 
lessees and protect lessors.1 
Some commentators have 
said that implied covenants 
derive from the obligations 
of the operator to the les-
sor to behave as a reasonable 
prudent operator would in 
the same or similar circum-
stances.2 Since 1889, the 
implied covenant of reason-
able development has been 
identified as one of the most 
commonly recognized cov-
enants.3 This covenant holds 
that once a lessee has begun 
production, an implied cov-
enant arises that requires the 
lessee to engage in further 
reasonable development of 
the lease’s known producing reservoirs.4 The idea behind 
this covenant is that the fundamental purpose of the oil 
and gas lease is dependent on the development and pro-
duction of hydrocarbons,5 and the lessee shall drill as 
many wells as are reasonably necessary to develop the res-
ervoir.6

A standard oil and gas lease imposes these implied obli-
gations on the lessee. What an oil and gas lease may not 
specify is a detailed description of the specific strata or 
depths in which a lessee should operate. The assump-
tion then is that any oil or gas within the leased property 
should be produced under the lease if it is economically 
feasible. This article addresses the potential implications 
for older leases where vertical wells may have been drilled 
to produce natural gas and oil.

The Duty to Hydraulic Fracture under the  
Implied Covenant for Reasonable Development 
in a New Mexico Oil and Gas Lease
Matthew Landess*

I. THE STRATA OF THE SAN JUAN BASIN,  
NEW MEXICO
The San Juan Basin, in the northwestern corner of New 
Mexico, has over ten distinct strata or formations ex-
tending to 8,500 feet below mean sea level.7 The Amoco 
Production Company penetrated the maximum known 
thickness of sedimentary rocks in the Basin when it 
drilled to a total depth of 14,503 feet, hitting Precambri-
an rocks at 14,288 feet.8 The Basin is currently producing 
low-volume gas from vertical wells in the Mancos Shale 
strata as well as oil from the Tocito Sandstone Lentil and 
fractured-Mancos Shale Reservoirs.9 All ten strata could 
be situated below any given parcel of leased land.10

The Mancos Shale in the southern flank of the San Juan 
Basin is a “tight” formation, which is defined as having 
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sufficient porosity11 for the accumulation of hydrocar-
bons, but low permeability12 so that oil and gas are unable 
to flow through the shale as compared to conventional 
formations.13 Horizontal drilling14 and hydraulic fractur-
ing15 are the solutions to recover the hydrocarbons in this 
“tight oil” or “shale oil”16 formation. As Professor David 
Pierce of Washburn University has stated, “hydraulic frac-
turing is absolutely necessary to profitably develop oil and 
gas from shale rock formations and other “tight” forma-
tions.”17 

So what does this mean for current producers/lessees in 
the San Juan basin who are using traditional drilling in 
conventional formations? Until recently it was unprofit-
able to develop a shale oil formation because the cost far 
outweighed any production. Now the increased effective-
ness of horizontal drilling in a proven reservoir, coupled 
with increased production due to hydraulic fracturing 
often outweigh the higher cost associated with unconven-
tional drilling.18

A significant distinction between conventional vertical 
drilling versus horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing 
is the difference between the initial production (flow) rate 
and the overall rate of decline in production as compared 
to traditional drilling,19 also known in total as ultimate 
recovery.20 Hydraulic fractured wells typically decline hy-
perbolically, which is a steep initial decline into a con-
tinuously flattening curve, as opposed to traditional wells 
which decline exponentially or on a constant slope.21 This 
means a fractured well’s initial flow rate is high relative to 
a conventional well, but rapidly declines until leveling off 
at a much lower level.22 For the lessor this high flow rate 
is appealing because it provides a large and immediate 
revenue stream. This stream is equally important for the 
producer/lessee but for a different reason. The producer/
lessee needs the fast cash to cover the high upfront devel-
opment cost for a fractured well.23 But this high initial 
flow rate does set up a long term profitability problem, 
because “it creates a financing risk for developers uncer-
tain about future revenues.”24

II. VIOLATION OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT 
TO REASONABLY DEVELOP
To prove that a lessee has violated the implied covenant to 
reasonably develop, the lessor must show, under a multi-
prong test, that the lessee has not developed the leased 
land. Prongs of the test can include: (1) how long has it 
been since the lessee drilled the last producing well tar-
geting the proven formation; and (2) would drilling an 

additional well or wells targeting the proven formation be 
prudent and (3) profitable to the lessee?25 

The first prong addresses a reasonable diligence element. 
In State el rel. Shell Petroleum Corporation v. Worden, 26 
the New Mexico Supreme Court held that, “What consti-
tutes reasonable diligence depends upon the specific facts 
of each case.” The second prong uses the reasonably pru-
dent operator standard, which requires a lessee to act the 
same as a reasonably prudent operator would under the 
same or similar circumstances.27 The reasonable operator 
is a hypothetical person operating under a reasonable les-
see, actively engaged in oil and gas operations. The rea-
sonable operator does what ought to be done, and does 
not do what ought not to be done. The standard is one of 
good faith and competence and is also a question of fact. 
The third prong requires the lessor to demonstrate that 
if the lessee had pursued development, the lessee would 
have recovered costs plus a reasonable profit.28 This last 
prong requires a variety of evidence relevant to profitabil-
ity.29 Profitability evidence includes geological data, tech-
nological information from nearby wells, and a financial 
analysis of production prices.

Applying the multi-prong test is never a simple task, but 
in Acre v. Spindletop Oil & Gas Co.,30 the United States 
District Court for Eastern Arkansas relied on the reason-
able diligence test as well as the prudent operator test to 
demonstrate that the lessee did in fact breach the implied 
covenant to reasonably develop the lease. There, the les-
see had developed one gas well on a 640 acre tract. Ge-
ologists had demonstrated that another formation under 
the leased land was also capable of producing market-
able gas.31 Additionally, there were wells on nearby tracts 
which were producing gas from this formation. Because 
the lessee did not diligently pursue development in the 
manner of a reasonable prudent operator, the court found 
for the lessor.32

In Waseco Chemical and Supply Co. v. Bayou State Oil Corp.,33 
the lessee was operating a well in an older field with declin-
ing production rates. Other operators in the area substan-
tially increased production using a fireflood34 operation. 
The Louisiana Court of Appeals held that because the les-
see did not operate a fireflood operation the lessee breached 
the implied covenant of reasonable development.35 Other 
courts have held that by failing to use a modern process 
which has proven successful on other leased properties in 
the vicinity or within the same formation, there is a breach 
of the implied covenant to reasonably develop.36  
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The northeastern section of the Mancos Shale strata in the 
San Juan Basin is currently producing using horizontal 
drilling and hydraulic fracturing. To the South and West 
the formation is dotted with more conventional vertical 
wells. Many of these wells are producing from small hy-
drocarbon traps or discontinuous sandstones with faults 
that serve as pathways for local vertical migration of oil.37 
It can be argued that production on these lands might fea-
sibly be increased using more modern techniques such as 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing of the deeper 
shale strata. Further, as more producers in the same area 
use horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing to tap 
unconventional shale, the more likely conventional wells 
could be found in violation of the implied covenant to 
reasonably develop using the reasonable prudent operator 
standard.

III. CONCLUSION
In the case of modern drilling and recovery techniques, 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing are now com-
mon in many places. In an area where a lessee is operat-
ing a vertical well in a conventional formation and other 
operators are producing from deeper formations with 
increased recovery via horizontal drilling and hydraulic 
fracturing, it can be argued that the lessee has breached 
the implied covenant to reasonably develop. As the num-
ber of horizontal and hydraulic fractured wells increase 
in the San Juan Basin, the issue of breaching an implied 
covenant to produce will become more prevalent in New 
Mexico.
___________________________
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In Moongate,1 the New 
Mexico Supreme Court 

put municipalities with 
populations of less than 
200,0002 on notice that, 
if they choose to com-
pete with a public utility 
in possession of a certifi-
cate of public convenience 
and necessity (CCN), they 
may be liable in an inverse 
condemnation action3 for 
the utility’s lost invest-
ment costs, even if the mu-
nicipality is not subject to 
the authority of the Pub-
lic Regulation Commis-
sion (PRC).4 These lost 
investment costs could be 
calculated using “stranded 
assets” or “stranded costs.”5 
The terms are synonymous.6 This article will refer to 
this concept simply as stranded assets theory, or to the 
loss as stranded assets. Moongate raises the question of 
whether stranded assets will remain purely a product of 
regulation, with judicial oversight, or whether the judi-
ciary is signaling a willingness to find “just compensa-
tion” 7 through an independent application of stranded 
assets theory.  

First, I summarize Moongate’s procedural history. Sec-
ond, I attempt to place the facts of Moongate in the con-
text of constitutional takings jurisprudence and explain 
how those facts do not neatly fit within that framework. 
Finally, I conclude that judicially created stranded as-
sets theory may be unnecessary because “investment 
in . . . compromised” tangible assets made “worthless” 8 
through competition with a municipality arguably are 
losses that a utility could recover under existing con-
stitutional takings precedent. Because “stranded assets” 
is a term of art, defined through the regulatory pro-
cess, I propose that the court should limit its role to 
enforcing the collection of stranded assets only as ex-

Moongate Water Co. v. City of Las Cruces: 
A Novel Application of Stranded Assets Theory
Sabrina Rodriguez Salvato*

pressly permitted by statute or regulation, regardless of 
whether a municipality is subject to regulation. Other 
non-tangible property losses, not otherwise recognized 
as stranded assets, should be compensable only under 
existing takings jurisprudence.  

I. MOONGATE v. LAS CRUCES
Moongate, a public utility, applied for and received a 
CCN from the PRC9 in 1983, which was extended 
in 1984.10 The CCN permitted Moongate to provide 
water service to an undeveloped area outside of Las 
Cruces city limits.11 Later, Las Cruces annexed part of 
the certified area and contracted with the developers 
to provide water to three undeveloped tracts of land, 
prompting this litigation.12 

Moongate sued Las Cruces seeking an injunction, de-
claratory judgment, and compensation for Las Cruces’ 
alleged regulatory taking, i.e., inverse condemnation, 
of Moongate’s “alleged exclusive right to serve” water 
customers in the annexed area.13 Las Cruces filed a mo-
tion for summary judgment on all counts.14 Moongate 
responded with a cross-motion for summary judgment 
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on the inverse condemnation and regulatory takings 
claims.15 Finding that the CCN granted an exclusive 
service right, the district court granted Moongate’s mo-
tion. However, despite prevailing on its summary judg-
ment motion, Moongate was unable to prove damages 
in a five-day bench trial.16  

Moongate appealed the ruling on damages, and Las 
Cruces appealed the finding of an exclusive right to 
serve.17 The Court of Appeals overturned the district 
court on the issue of exclusivity and held that the CCN 
did not grant Moongate exclusive service rights against 
Las Cruces’ water utility.18 The Supreme Court affirmed 
the holding of the Court of Appeals, finding no com-
pensable taking based on the issuance of a CCN by the 
PRC to a public utility when there is no “proof of tan-
gible loss.”19 

The distinction between the holdings of the two appel-
late Courts is found in the Supreme Court’s dicta.  The 
Supreme Court posits that if “Moongate had proven 
that Las Cruces’ actions rendered tangible assets worth-
less, Moongate could have legitimately argued that its 
investment in those assets was compromised, and there-
fore it was entitled to compensation under a stranded 
assets theory.”20 

II.  TAKINGS, STRANDED ASSETS,  
AND MUNICIPALIZATION 
To understand the potential implications of this dic-
tum, it is important to understand how stranded assets 
theory relates to takings jurisprudence under the state 
and federal constitutions.
 A.  The Facts of Moongate Do Not Fit Neatly into 

Takings Precedent.
Under Article II, Section 20 of the New Mexico Consti-
tution and the Fifth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution, the government cannot take private 
property for public use without just compensation. New 
Mexico courts look to federal precedent to determine if 
a taking has occurred under Article II, Section 20 of the 
New Mexico Constitution.21 Federal takings precedent 
divides takings jurisprudence into three categories.22 A 
taking occurs when (1) government causes a physical 
invasion of a property owner’s property, (2) government 
regulations limit the property owner’s rights to such an 
extent that it is the functional equivalent of a physi-
cal taking because the regulation deprives the property 
owner of “all economically beneficial us[e],” or (3) the 
regulation leaves some economically beneficial use but 

is nevertheless still compensable. The first two are per 
se takings.23 The third type will only be held to be a per 
se taking if the regulation goes “too far.”24

To analyze whether this third type of regulatory taking 
is compensable, courts look to the nature of the regula-
tion by evaluating three factors in an effort to determine 
if government action has gone too far. These factors are 
(1) the “character of the government action,” (2) the 
“economic impact of the regulation to the claimant,” 
and (3) the “extent to which the regulation has inter-
fered with distinct investment-backed expectations.”25  
In New Mexico, a regulatory taking is compensable 
through an inverse condemnation action.26 

 Commentators have suggested,27 and it was argued in 
Moongate,28 that the granting of a CCN creates a valu-
able property right. Moongate claimed that the loss of 
this right constituted a regulatory taking. However, Las 
Cruces did not pass a regulation resulting in a loss of 
property interest. Las Cruces directly competed with 
Moongate through annexation. Thus, the regulatory 
taking three-part test is not a perfect mechanism in this 
case to determine if Las Cruces’ action caused Moon-
gate to suffer a compensable loss. 

The New Mexico Supreme Court rejected Moongate’s 
argument that the potential opportunity to provide wa-
ter service, standing alone, constitutes a compensable 
regulatory taking.29 Nevertheless, the Court concluded 
that Moongate could have made a viable takings claim 
if it had proven that it had established infrastructure 
and was already serving customers in the certified area.30 

 B.  Stranded Assets are the Result of Deregulation 
of a Utility Market,  Which Did Not Occur in 
Moongate. 

Moongate opened the door to a complicated issue by 
suggesting that, “[i]f Moongate had proved that it had 
invested in production capacity to serve the area,”31 
compensation might be justified under “a stranded as-
sets theory.”32 This proposed application of stranded as-
sets theory does not comport with traditional stranded 
assets theory, which is rooted in the administrative 
ratemaking and regulatory powers of government and 
typically comes into play only after the deregulation 
of a utility market. Examples of stranded assets can be 
found in the deregulation of the electric and natural gas 
industries.33
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Stranded assets have very technical, industry-specif-
ic definitions.34 They can be broadly understood as 
“costs that . . . utilities currently are permitted to re-
cover through their rates but whose recovery may be 
impeded or prevented by the advent of competition in 
the industry.”35 Stranded costs are reflected on a util-
ity’s financial statement and may include “assets used 
for electricity generation, power and fuel purchasing 
expenditures required under long-term contracts, ‘regu-
latory assets’ consisting of expenses whose recovery has 
been deferred to keep rates temporarily from rising, 
outlays required of the utilities by regulators to meet a 
number of social goals such as subsidies to low-income 
users, and incentives for supply of energy from renew-
able sources.”36 Regulations typically have imposed 
such expenses on monopoly utility markets. However, 
when competition is introduced into a former monop-
oly market, the new utility companies are not burdened 
with such expenses.37 Therefore, regulators may require 
the stranded assets to be collected from all customers in 
an area, regardless of their utility provider, and passed 
on to the former monopoly utility.

In Moongate, the New Mexico Supreme Court simi-
larly “defined stranded assets or stranded costs ‘as those 
costs that . . . utilities currently are permitted to recover 
through their rates but whose recovery may be impeded 
or prevented by the advent of competition in the in-
dustry.”38 The Court cited Sandel39 and City of Corpus 
Christi40 in support of this proposition. Both cases deal 
with legislative and regulatory authority in the electric-
ity market and discuss the parameters of a regulatory 
agency’s authority to regulate as defined by statute. 
Sandel and Corpus Christi show that the application of 
stranded assets theory is inextricably linked to the regu-
latory process. 

In Sandel, which contains the first mention of stranded 
assets in New Mexico case law, the Court held that the 
PRC lacked the statutory authority to unilaterally de-
regulate the electric utilities market.41 Sandel also pro-
vides a brief history of the federal deregulation of the 
utility market. After Congress expanded the authority 
of the Federal Energy Regulation Commission (FERC) 
to infuse competition into electric transmission service 
sector, FERC issued its Open Access Rules in 1996.42 
The open access rules define stranded assets at the 
wholesale market level.43 Retail level deregulation also 
could result in stranded assets, but federal regulation 
leaves the calculation of such costs to state regulators.44

The Corpus Christi case arose after the State of Texas 
deregulated the retail electric utility market and defined 
stranded assets in legislation.45 The city and a privately 
owned utility company challenged the government’s 
regulatory authority to enforce the collection of strand-
ed assets from their rate payers in order to compensate 
the older utility for costs incurred while it had a mo-
nopoly. The Texas Supreme Court upheld both the con-
stitutionality of stranded assets and the power of the 
regulatory body to oversee their collection.46   

Notwithstanding the absence of statutorily defined 
stranded assets in New Mexico,47 stranded assets might 
still be created through the ratemaking authority of the 
PRC.48 A CCN, while it can merely signal entrance 
into a monopoly utility market, may also merge with 
the separate regulatory ratemaking function.49 The New 
Mexico Public Utility Act mandates ratemaking when 
requested by a public utility in its CCN application.50 
Therefore, it is conceivable that any public utility, upon 
requesting ratemaking, could incur the sort of expenses 
that could lead to stranded assets.

In any event, Moongate did not involve the type of util-
ity deregulation typically at issue when stranded assets 
theory comes into play. Las Cruces’ annexation of terri-
tory within Moongate’s certified area did not constitute 
deregulation because the market was always open to 
competition with the city. Thus, the risk of competition 
from Las Cruces was present at the time that Moon-
gate obtained the CCN. Absent classic deregulation or 
regulatory taking, Moongate represented a unique legal 
issue, namely, how to identify and compensate a taking 
resulting from direct competition with an unregulated 
Municipality.

 C. Municipal Competition with a Public Utility is 
“Municipalization.”

As discussed above, municipal competition with a regu-
lated industry as occurred in Moongate cannot precisely 
be categorized either as a regulatory taking or as a de-
regulation of a utilities market that would give rise to 
stranded assets. Instead, the situation in Moongate is 
properly viewed as an example of  “municipalization.” 
Similar to the concept of “nationalization,” when a mu-
nicipality takes customers from or assumes ownership 
or operation of an investor owned utility, it can be re-
ferred to as “municipalization.”51 Municipalization can 
result from a city’s use of its eminent domain power. 52 
As was the situation after the deregulation of the elec-
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tricity market, municipalization can also occur when a 
municipality uses its “franchise53 power . . . to shop for 
suppliers” of utilities.54 More generally, municipaliza-
tion occurs when the borders of a CCN are disrespect-
ed.55 This was the situation presented in Moongate when 
Las Cruces, through its annexation power, confiscated a 
portion of Moongate’s CCN. 

The concept of municipalization can hardly be said to 
be regulation at all. Yes, like regulation, municipaliza-
tion is the result of governmental activity in the market 
place, but it does not fit neatly into the classic examples 
of zoning changes56 or market restrictions.57  Direct 
competition with a public utility does not manipulate 
the market through rules and regulations. Rather, the 
municipality asserts itself through its size and purchas-
ing power, or it dominates the market through direct 
ownership.

Moreover, municipal competition with a public utility 
in possession of a CCN cannot accurately be described 
as a “regulation” because, as Moongate states, a public 
utility with a CCN is only protected from competi-
tion from other regulated utilities.58 Because the Public 
Utilities Act59 exempts municipalities from regulation, 
there is no undoing of a regulation, i.e., deregulation. 
But no separate body of case law has developed to ad-
dress the specific issue of municipalization, so the ex-
isting takings framework will have to be employed to 
evaluate a compensable loss. 

III. CONCLUSION
Recognition of stranded assets through regulation is in 
tension with judicial recognition of just compensation. 
The New Mexico Supreme Court has recognized the 
complete dissimilarity between ratemaking concepts 
and judicially determined just compensation.60 Rec-
ognition of the viability of stranded assets theory in 
Moongate threatens to blur this distinction and may not 
actually be necessary. 

The Supreme Court held that a compensable regulatory 
taking has occurred when a CCN holder “can prove that 
it had established infrastructure and was already serving 
customers in the area interfered with by the municipal-
ity.”61 Established infrastructure within a certified area 
would be compensable as a per se physical taking under 
existing precedent. The provision of service to existing 
customers is a non-tangible property right but can be 
calculated through actual, not theoretical, lost revenues. 

Non-tangible property rights are cognizable losses un-
der existing takings precedent.62 Because customers 
exist within the certified area, interference with these 
non-tangible property rights likely constitutes a per se 
taking. 

Established infrastructure, outside of the certified area, 
made valueless by municipal annexation arguably could 
be compensated under stranded assets theory. The most 
direct route to such an application of stranded assets 
theory would be for regulators to identify the stranded 
assets and for the courts to uphold their collection, re-
gardless of whether the new municipal utility was sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of the PRC. The second, and 
much more difficult question, is whether courts should 
recognize such losses through their power to award just 
compensation for government takings. In the absence 
of a statutory or regulatory scheme defining them, 
stranded assets are an abstract concept, difficult to cal-
culate in a judicial forum. Therefore, the courts should 
limit themselves to existing precedent when awarding 
just compensation for regulatory takings. The “distinct 
investment-backed expectations”63 prong of existing 
regulatory takings precedent could adequately describe 
this type of loss. 
_________________________________
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Correction Notice
The Article “Regulating Hydraulic Fracturing: New 
Mexico and National Trends,” in the Summer 2013 
Vista Newsletter incorrectly implied in footnote 
29 that the New Mexico Oil and Gas Association 
was the regulatory body requiring disclosure of 
chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing, rather 
than the Oil Conservation Commission. The ar-
ticle also inaccurately described the oil and gas 
industry in general, rather than the practice of 
hydraulic fracturing in particular, as “largely un-
regulated.” For questions, please contact Section 
Chair Kim Bannerman at kim.bannerman@state.
nm.us or 505-827-4004.

The Board of the Natural Resources, Energy, and 
Environmental Law Section apologizes for these 
errors. The NREEL Board attempts to publish 
informative and accurate articles that represent 
the divergent views of our Section members. The 
views expressed in the articles in the Vista News-
letter represent the individual perspective of the 
authors. The NREEL Board encourages all Section 
members to contribute to the Vista Newsletter as 
authors or editors.

tact me at sruscavagebarz@wildearthguardians.org. I am 
deeply grateful to NREEL Board Members Adrian Ogles-
by and Sally Paez for their editorial support. The views 
expressed in these articles are those of the authors alone 
and not the views of the NREEL Section or the editors.

Thank you for your support,
Samantha Ruscavage-Barz
Editor

Editor’s Note
continued from page 1
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